
  

Mediatech and Brad Noel Join Forces  

 

After 25 years serving the Montreal area with the best product printing media and equipment, including 3M, 
HP, and Orafol brands, Mediatech announces the opening of its Ontario division. Heading the Ontario team 
as president will be Brad Noel. 

‘Mediatech has a solid track record and an excellent reputation, offering high-quality products, industry 
differentiation, and solid client relationships. They have industry-leading brands such as 3M, HP, and Orafol, 
for which it is not easy to get distribution rights. Simon and David (owners of Mediatech) are young, open-
minded, successful entrepreneurs looking for the industry’s next big game changer.’  

–Brad Noel 

President, Mediatech Ontario 

Mediatech now delivering across Ontario 

As of July 5th, Mediatech is ready to bring you only the best: HP Latex™, HP Stitch™, Canon™ (Océ), 
3M™, Orafol®, General Formulation, and much more. For more information or a list of our products, don’t 
hesitate to reach out. We are there for you and can’t wait to become part of your success! 

 



About Mediatech  

Mediatech was founded in 1994 in Laval, Quebec. The company specialized in supplying technical papers 
for engineers, architects, and surveyors. While offset printing was the norm at the time, digital was growing 
fast and became a serious alternative, especially in grand format printing. The owners decided that 
Mediatech would be the media supplier to pioneers embracing this technology shift. The company quickly 
became the reference for printers who needed answers to challenges they were facing in the transition from 
offset to digital. 

Today, Mediatech is both a supplier and a consulting business to printers across Quebec Province. Their 
showroom in Laval showcases a wide variety of HP and Canon printers for which they offer maintenance 
and support. 

While many boast unparalleled customer service, few companies have put this value at the centre of their 
business model. Mediatech has built its reputation on the quality of the products in its catalogue and on the 
quality of its business relationships. 

  

To reach Mediatech Ontario and Brad Noel: 

Phone: 1-866-622-6066 

Cellphone: 416-999-6801 

Email: brad@mediatech.ca 

Web: mediatech.ca 

  

  

  

 

 

   

    

 

 


